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Dragon football lands Laqua

BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu

On Feb. 1, over a million
Egyptians flooded the streets
of Cairo in an attempt to force
out President Hosni Mubarak,
who has held the position since
1981. Among those wishing
for Mubarak to leave Egypt is
MSUM computer science student
Ahmad Elghazaly, a 25-year-old
from Cairo.
The demonstrations in Egypt are
a response to the anti-democratic,
corrupt and inefficiency of the
government.
“They feel we can change
things now,” Elghazaly said.
In a speech
on Feb. 1,
Mubarak said
he intended
to stay until
his
term
was over in
September.
When asked
if he thought
Mubarak could hold onto power
for a few more months, Elghazaly
said, “Months? No, I don’t think
so, it could be a few days. If he
doesn’t step down in the next few
days, he will be forced out.”
Past elections have been
criticized for corruption, with the
alleged results showing Mubarak
to have gotten over four-fifths of
the vote. “It’s like (that) every
time,” Elghazaly said.
Elghazaly has never voted in
an Egyptian election himself. His
cousin, he said, tried 15 years
ago.
“In Egypt,” Elghazaly said,
“you have to go to the police
station to get an I.D. to vote.
When he tried to do that, he was
told that he had already voted.”
It is unclear what will happen if
Mubarak does leave.
“That’s a problem,” Elghazaly
said, “We don’t know who can
take Mubarak’s place.” According
to Elghazaly, the priority now is
simply democracy. “(Democracy)
is what they are asking for now,”
he said.
Concerns that Islamic groups,
like the Muslim Brotherhood,
will seize power once Mubarak
leaves are overblown, according
to Elghazaly. “The Muslim
Brotherhood is not a big part
of it,” he said. He also said to
“not always connect Islam with
terrorists.”
President Obama has declined
to call for Mubarak to leave but
did recommend that he listen to
the Egyptian people, a stance
Elghazaly agrees with.
“I think it is better that he
didn’t say that (Mubarak must
leave), it is better for the people
to decide,” he said.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
mattlech.blogspot.com
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Newly appointed Dragons head football coach Steve Laqua begins coaching duties immediately.
BY MICHAEL SMITH
smithmi@mnstate.edu

The Athletics Department
named a new head football
coach at a Friday press
conference in Alex Nemzek
Hall.
Steve Laqua, 32, has become
the 17th head football coach in
MSUM history and the fifth
since 2004.
Prior to accepting the MSUM
coaching gig, Laqua spent four
years as the head coach of
Fargo Shanley high school. In
his final two seasons, he led

the Deacons to back-to-back
North Dakota Class 2A state
championships.
“This has been the most
inclusive search process that I
have been a part of, excluding
the president search, since I’ve
been here. We have literally had
hundreds on people involved in
this search,” Athletics Director
Doug Peters said. “When I look
at coach Laqua, I see some
characteristics, I see some
skills and some attributes that
I find in our most successful
coaches.”

Laqua takes over a football
team that finished last season
with a 2-9 record under interim
head coach Joel Beard.
“I will tell you, I’m absolutely
pumped to be standing here
with the opportunity to lead
this program,” Laqua said. “I
am extremely confident and
excited about the direction the
university is going in. I am
unbelievably confident and
thrilled about where we are
going and the things we are
going to achieve.”
NEW COACH, PAGE 10

Lemke named as director of public safety
Experienced lieutenant and city councilman takes over for Osland
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
leingara@mnstate.edu

MSUM named Greg Lemke,
a Fargo police lieutenant and
Moorhead City Council member,
as the new Director of Public
Safety.
Lemke will replace interim
director Mitch Osland, who will
be returning to his duties as
day supervisor. Lemke looks
forward to returning to a town
he knows well.
“I’m a Moorhead person, born
and raised in Moorhead, went
to MSUM, on city council,”
Lemke said. “I know the issues
in Moorhead, I care about the
issues in Moorhead and I just
thought it was a great opportunity
to come and work at a campus
that I have some familiarity with
and enjoy.”
Osland, who did not apply for
the director position, is excited
to return to his role as day
supervisor.
“I believe my strengths are
in making sure the day-to-day
operations are running smoothly
and completing those daily tasks
and duties,” Osland said.
Lemke, who has worked for
the Fargo Police Department for
nearly 25 years, doesn’t plan to

make any swift changes.
“I certainly didn’t hear
anything from anybody during
the process that there are any
major problems or issues with
the public safety department,”
Lemke said. “I don’t intend on
coming in and tipping the cart
upside so to speak. I’m going to
take my time and learn what’s
being done. I have some ideas
and it’ll be a slow process, but
I would anticipate there’d be a
little bit of change.”
Osland believes Lemke’s
police experiences will help him
in his new role at MSUM.

“With (his) knowledge and
experience with the Fargo Police
Department, we will have a
strong leader for our campus to
ensure our department and the
campus as a whole is adequately
prepared for the changing times
and potential risks that our staff
face on a daily basis,” Osland
said. “Mr. Lemke’s experience
on the Moorhead City Council
means he also comes to MSUM
with a good understanding of our
parking issues on campus.”
Lemke not only has knowledge
of the issues that affect campus,
but also looks forward to his new
position and the opportunities it
brings for his career.
“I’m really excited about the
opportunity and looking forward
to working with the current staff
there and getting informed about
what works and what they would
like to see changed,” Lemke
said.
When Lemke starts the job on
Feb. 23, he “will bring a wealth
of experience in law enforcement
and a community service to
the job,” said Doug Hamilton,
director of public relations.
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
rachelleingang.blogspot.com

BY MATTHEW BECKMAN
beckmanma@mnstate.edu

MSUM
senior
Kathryn
Anderson shot footage of local
high school basketball highlights
that ended up airing nationally,
but for her and one of her subjects
the circumstances were less than
ideal.
Anderson is a broadcast
journalism major who also works
as a photographer at local Fox
Fargo television station KVRR.
On Jan. 20 she was assigned to
shoot a high school basketball
game between Perham High
School and Dilworth-GyndonFelton.
In
the
middle of
the game
Anderson
had
her
c a m e r a
trained on
the
mob
of players
from both
teams running back down the
court after a rebound, when in the
corner of her viewfinder she saw
a Perham player go down.
“There was no reason for him
to be in the shot. My eyes weren’t
trained on him but I got the gist of
what happened,” Anderson said.
Zach Gabbard, 17, was
immediately the focus of the
entire gymnasium.
Anderson said once Gabbard
was on the floor she had put away
her camera, as injuries aren’t
normally recorded during sports
highlights.
“While he was on the floor it
looked like he was twitching,”
Anderson said. “I don’t think
ANDERSON, BACK PAGE
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ampus
alendar

2.3-2.9

2.3

1:45-2:15 p.m. Planetarium
Outreach
8a.m.-4:30p.m. Job &
Internship Fair Marketing
11a.m.-1p.m. Minute to Mingle

2.4

8a.m.-4:30p.m. Job &
Internship Fair Marketing
8:30-11a.m. Fire Up Friday
9:30-11:30 a.m. College
Experience Class

2.5

9a.m.-Noon Freeze Your Fanny
2 Mile Run
1-6p.m. Tartuffe Auditions
2-4p.m. Straw Hat Auditions

2.6

2-3p.m. RSC The Case of the
Disappearing Planet

2.7

9a.m.-5p.m. Bake Sale &
Secret Valentines
10:30a.m.-1:15p.m. Dragons
after Dark
7-8p.m. Planetarium The Case
of the Disappearing Planet

2.8

9a.m.-5p.m. Bake Sale &
Secret Valentines
10:30a.m.-1:15p.m. Dragons
after Dark

2.9

8a.m.-3p.m. Math Counts
8:30a.m.-4p.m. Essentials of
Non-Profits Training
8:30a.m.-4p.m. MN Reading
Corps – PreK Members &
Coaches
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News
Briefs
Mubarak tries to
hang on to power

Beleaguered Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak announced
a new cabinet Monday, firing
Interior Minister Habib al-Adly,
who ran internal security and
was particularly despised by
protesters.
Still, 50,000 protesters showed
up in Tahrir Square in central
Cairo Monday. The opposition
is calling for a “protest of the
millions” on Feb. 1. The opposition
seems to be fragile, however:
The Muslim Brotherhood has
taken back its endorsement of
democracy-advocate Mohamed
ElBaradei.

$900 million lost at
Afghan bank

Kabul Bank, the largest in
Afghanistan, has lost over
$900 million from fraud and
mismanagement. That’s over
three times the amount previously
estimated, raising concerns that
the bank could collapse and cause
financial panic across the wartorn country.
It would lead to a run on
Afghanistan’s solvent banks
and shake the confidence of
Western investors, whose money
is disappearing into the pockets
of an elite group of politically
connected Afghans.
“The troubles at Kabul
Bank stand as a parable for
the sometimes malign effect
that the influx of billions of
foreign dollars has had on this
impoverished country since
2001,” Dexter Filkins wrote in
“The New Yorker.” “While the
Western money spent has done
a great deal to create a modern
economy, much of it has been
captured by a tiny minority
of well-connected Afghan
businessmen and politicians, and
much of it illegitimately.”

MSUM
Briefs
Candlelight crosscountry ski on Feb. 5

Bring cross-country skis and
enjoy an evening on a candlelight
ski trail. A hot beverage and a fire
will be provided to warm skiiers
awaiting their return. In case of
poor weather or snow conditions,
the event will be canceled. A
Minnesota ski pass is required. For
more information on the trails, call
218.498.2124. Meet at the Regional
Science Center’s interpretive center
or at Buffalo River State Park’s
warming house located in the
park’s picnic grounds.

FAFSA forms due

It is now time to complete the
2011-2012 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
Submit FAFSA on Feb. 15 to
receive maximum consideration
for all aid programs, including
work-study.
There are three ways to
complete
the
2011-2012
FAFSA: online at www.fafsa.
gov; complite a PDF FAFSA
and mail it in for processing;
or request a paper FAFSA by
calling 1.800.433.3243.
New for 2011-2012: Students
and parents of dependent students
have the option to view and
transer 2010 tax year information
directly from the IRS to populate
FAFSA data fields. If the 2010
taxes are filed electronically, tax
information will be available for
transfer in approximately 1-2
weeks; 6-8 weeks if 2010 taxes
are filed by mail.
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Security Update
Interim Director of Public Safety

Mitch Osland
An
individual
was
transported to the hospital by
a private party on Jan. 28 after
a possible dislocated knee cap
while walking down the stairs
in Bridges.

Two
individuals
were
cited by the Moorhead
Police Department for minor
consuming in Lot D on Jan.
29. One individual was also
referred to campus judicial.

An individual was cited
by the Moorhead Police
Department
for
minor
consuming in West Snarr on
Jan. 28. The individual was
referred to campus judicial.

Two
individuals
were
referred to campus judicial for
alcohol violations in Grantham
on Jan. 29.

An individual was cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for minor consuming and
referred to campus judicial on
Jan. 28.
Moorhead Police Department
responded to take a report of
threats in Grantham on Jan. 28.
A bicycle lock was cut by
Public Safety near Dahl on
Jan. 28 because the bike was
locked to the railing near the
building’s entrance. The bike
was then taken to the Public
Safety building where the
owner recovered it later in the
day.
Four
individuals
were
referred to campus judicial for
alcohol violations in Nelson on
Jan. 29.

American Cancer
Society flower sale

Bring an early spring cheer to the
office or home with bright daffodils
and support the work of the American
Cancer Society at the same time.
Order daffodils before Feb. 11, and
they will be delivered the week of
March 7, just in time for spring break.

“There were some fly honies there.”
The Advocate is prepared for publication
by Minnesota State University Moorhead
students and is printed by Davon Press, West
Fargo, N.D.
Copyright 2011, The Advocate.
The Advocate is always looking for talented
writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators.
Contact the editor for more information.
Doug Hamilton Adviser
Rachel Leingang Editor
Kelsie O’Keefe Assistant Editor
Matt Lech Opinion Editor
Erica Anderson Features Editor
Sadie Jones Arts and Entertainment Editor
Matthew Beckman Multimedia Editor
Michael Smith Sports Editor
Chris Franz Photo Editor
Danielle Voigt Copy Editor
Charly Haley Copy Editor
John Enger Copy Editor
Jordan Jeromchek Advertising Manager
Dustin Brick Business Manager
Matthew Beckman Distribution Manager
Tyler Sorensen Video Editor

701-237-6448
Present this ad at
the time of writing
a lease and receive
1 Month Rent Free

A medical call occured
on Jan. 29 at the continuing
studies house on Jan. 29. The
individual fell on the steps
and was treated at the local
hospital.
Three people were cited by
Moorhead Police Department
for minor consuming in South
Snarr after they were reported
being too loud. One was taken
to detox and all four were
referred to campus judicial.
A suspicious person was
reported in Granthan on Jan.
20. The individual was unable
to be located.
An
odor
investigation
occured in Neumaier on Jan.
30. The source was unable to
be located.

A&E
MSUM band releases second EP
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BY MARK RADCLIFFE
radclima@mnstate.edu

In the cold, frozen plains of
North Dakota a new punk band has
been heating up the local music
scene.
Baltic to Boardwalk is a melodic
punk band out of the F-M area.
In the early weeks of September
2009, members Adam Smith,
Curtiss Hamende and Jack

Submitted Photo

Stenerson were wrapping up the
last shows of 2 Fast 4 Frank, a
basement punk band they started
in high school. A week after
the band broke up they picked
up bassist Scott Born and vocalist
Ryan Hoffart and started Baltic
to Boardwalk. With a rejuvenated
spirit and bright outlook the band
also picked up a more mature
perspective on their music.

“We’re here for a good time, but
we are also a serious band,” said
Stenerson, guitarist for the band.
Their new EP “Glory Days”
was written to express the joys
and sorrows of growing up in
the Midwest. From dealing with
break ups in “One Hundred Ten
Percent,” to understanding the loss
of friendships due to drugs and
alcohol in “Somebody Poisoned
the Waterhole,” this EP finds its
inspiration in the odd lessons of
life.
“This music means more to
me than any previous project,”
Stenerson said. Although the band
is more serious than their earlier
projects, Baltic to Boardwalk
also creates a fun and energetic
performances for their fans to
enjoy.
“Have fun and make the most
of whatever situation you’re in.”
Stenerson said. They intend to
deliver this message in every show
they play.
“We’re not trying to portray any
image, we’re just passionate about
our music,” Stenerson said.
Those who plan to attend a
Baltic to Boardwalk show should
make sure to bring their dancing
shoes and expect a high-energy
performance — every time.
The band will be gearing up for
a three-day mini-tour Feb. 4-6 and
again over spring break, reaching
towns as far as Des Moines, Iowa
and Omaha, Nebraska. For now,
fans can find Baltic to Boardwalk’s
music on unsignedpunk.com
and keep in touch with them on
Facebook.
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Alumnus acts in Sundance film
BY CONOR HOLT
holtco@mnstate.edu

The Sundance Film Festival
has long been the holy land of
independent cinema, a festival that
both fosters and premieres the best
in cinema outside Hollywood. Of
the 3,800 films submitted to the
festival this year, only 115 were
selected, and one of those films,
“Prairie Love,” features MSUM
graduate Garth Blomberg in a
leading role.
Blomberg graduated from
MSUM in 2005 with a degree in
art with an emphasis in graphic
design. He got involved with
the film because he went to high
school with the filmmakers and
they needed an actor for their
shoot in Minot, N.D., Blomberg’s
hometown. Blomberg had acted
in several short films in college
and was happy to help.
In “Prairie Love,” Blomberg
plays NoDak, a man who’s
identity is stolen by a vagrant
wanderer so the vagrant could
meet NoDak’s pen-pal girlfriend.
Blomberg enjoyed working on
the film, but it involved a lot of
work, shooting 15-hour days at a
time. It was also extremely cold,
with temperatures in Minot at the
lowest they had been since the
1930s.

Fences gives indie depth
Album
Review

Submitted Photo
BY SADIE JONES
jonessad@mnstate.edu

Acoustic indie music has
become synonymous with the
bland, predictable background
noise that is sometimes
noticeable when buying coffee
at Starbucks. Seattle-based
band Fences is bringing some
depth back to the genre.
“Fences,” a self-titled album,

offers more than the typical
story-telling, three-chord songs
that have become a staple of the
genre. Christopher Mansfield,
the sole member on the recorded
album, strings a compelling
mixture of melancholy and
honesty through his songs that
anyone who has ever been in
love or lost love can relate to.
But don’t chalk this album
up as one more emo-indie
acoustic singer-songwriter’s
battle through depression over
his girlfriend who dumped him.
The catchy, almost poplike quality of “Hands” and
the folk-like “My Girl the
Horse” balance the slower,
more remorseful songs on the
album, keeping the overall
mood upbeat.
A mixture of guitar, piano and
keyboard blend perfectly with
Mansfield’s voice, creating the
seemingly effortless sound that
listeners will most likely be
humming later.
Co-produced by Sara Quinn
of Tegan and Sara, “Fences”
offers a new twist on an
overpopulated genre.
Fences will be opening for
Against Me! Feb. 8 at The
Venue in Fargo at 7 p.m.
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
sadielizjones.blogspot.com

It was all worth it with the news
that the film had been accepted
to the Sundance Film Festival in
Park City, Utah.
“I didn’t believe it at first, as
cliché as it sounds,” Blomberg
said.
“After the disbelief, I followed
up with some loud yelling. And
then I went out to celebrate.”
Blomberg is currently at the
festival, promoting the film and
doing interviews and photo shoots
with the filmmakers and the rest
of the cast.
“It’s actually pretty ridiculous.
I’m just a scrubby art bum; it’s
pretty surreal,” he said.
The film will premiere in the
“Next” category, alongside seven
other films selected for their
innovative work in low- and
no-budget filmmaking.
Blomberg isn’t sure if he will
pursue a career in acting, even
after the success of “Prairie Love.”
“If it happens it happens, it’d
be a pretty cool life though,”
Blomberg said. “There’s a few
Minot natives in Hollywood,
so I guess I have angles, most
famously Josh Duhamel; I’ll call
him up.”
Watch the trailer for the film at
the “Prairie Love” (2011) Internet
Movie Database page.
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Advocate Editorial Board
Democracy should be priority of
American interests

With a number of countries across Africa and Asia taking
to the streets to demand democratic rights from their
leaders, the United States has important decsions to make
regarding foreign policy.
These decisions must be made in the spirit of those made
when our own country was fighting for its independence.
We wanted allies and friends to support our struggle, but
we seem to have forgotten this piece of our history.
Egyptians are currently attempting to remove President
Hosni Mubarak from power. Mubarak’s support of our
“War on Terror” has lead to concerns that American
interests in the area will be threatened if he is forced out.
If American interests are threatened by democratic
revolutions, then America is interested in the wrong
things. We should be interested in encouraging
democracy, and whether that democracy ends up being
convenient or friendly to our other interests is irrelevant.
“Spreading democracy” was a stated goal of the war in
Iraq. Teaming up with and supporting anti-democratic
leaders like Mubarak and Tunisia’s ex-President Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali is counter-intuitive.
The word “democracy” comes from the Greek word
meaning “rule of the people.” When it comes to Egyptian
politics, Americans don’t count as part of the “people.”
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Illustration by Grant Ertl

Hard hat and a sickle
BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu
I nearly like a country music
song. That isn’t something I
admit to lightly, even after the
qualifying it with the word
“nearly.” The song is Alan
Jackson’s “Hard Hat and a
Hammer,” and its chorus ends
with the line “God bless the
working man.”
Conservative politics and
country music go together as
well as any clichéd coupling
you could care to mention.
Most of the themes they use
(patriotism, the family, the
church and the old days) are in
agreement. There’s one where
it gets a little sticky, though,
and that is class consciousness.
To be sure, this isn’t something
conservative
politicians
would be willing to concede.
Republican Senator Scott
Brown, from Massachusetts,

used his pickup truck to
make this very point during
his late-2009 campaign. And
clearly, this sort of Republican
courting of the country music
listenin’ working man has been
successful historically.
Yet, I can’t help but think
that GOP leaders get slightly
nervous when they here Alan
Jackson’s song. “God bless the
working man” is pretty close to
“Workers of the world, unite!”
Even scarier for the Joseph
McCarthy’s party is the onepiece-of-equipment difference
between “Hard Hat and a
Hammer” and “Hammer and
Sickle.”
All Jackson’s song is
missing is a call to action.
If he suggested that, after the
working men received their
blessing from the Almighty,
that maybe they should agree to
get each other’s back. To look
out for their fellow working
man. To group up. To join
hands. To make a team. To
combine efforts. To help each
other out. To unionize, if you
will ...
In 2007, the bottom 50 percent
of the United States, that is,
half of the people in it, had 2.5
percent of the wealth. It doesn’t
take a Marxist to see there is a
problem. From 1990 to 2005,
the pay for production workers
grew 4.3 percent. During that
same time, corporate profits
grew 106.7 percent while the

pay of their CEO’s grew 298.2
percent. These figures come
from Business Insider.
Clearly,
the
rich
are
overtaxed. That is why
President Obama planned to
save each millionaire about
$6,349 last year with his tax
plan. You’re probably thinking
what I am: “Six grand? I don’t
get out of bed for that much!”
Republicans thought so too,
so they blocked all legislation
until Obama extended Bush’s
tax cuts which saved each
millionaire $103,835 and added
$36 billion to the deficit they
keep going on about.
You
won’t
see
any
millionaires in Alan Jackson’s
music video except, well, Alan
Jackson. You see workingclass Americans. And though
I don’t enjoy the music, I like
everything else about it. I would
like it more if, by playing the
song backwards, I could hear
Alan Jackson saying “Unions:
the people who brought you
weekends!” But nevertheless...
Oscar Wilde is supposed to
have said “The trouble with
socialism is that it takes up too
many evenings.” He’s probably
right. But I would imagine the
thing about being unemployed
is that your schedule is pretty
damn open.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
mattlech.blogspot.com

Do you think
interesting thoughts?

We now offer
computer repair services.
Call now to inquire about:

- Virus & Spyware removal
- Hardware upgrades
- Software troubleshooting
- Home networking setup
- Free Consultaion

Become a columnist and share
them with the rest of us.
For more information, email Matt Lech
at lechma@mnstate.edu
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Lessons can be learned from ‘Tiger Moms’
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
leingara@mnstate.edu
A recent book and subsequent article titled “Why
Chinese mothers are superior,” published in the Wall
Street Journal, have sparked controversy nationwide.
Written by Amy Chua, a first generation ChineseAmerican, both discuss the benefits of the Chinese style
of parenting, which she calls being a “tiger mother.”
A “tiger mother,” according to Chua, a Yale law
professor, pushes her children to succeed and expects
nothing but the best from them academically and
personally. Chua explains an incident with her younger
daughter, Lulu, in which Chua forced Lulu to learn a
piano piece over the course of a day without breaks for
water or even the bathroom. She also admits to once
calling her daughter “garbage.”
It all sounded very extreme to my Westernized ears
after I first read the article. I hated her. I would’ve hated
having her as a mother. But the article stuck with me,
and the more I’ve considered the “tiger mother” plan, the
more I’ve seen the benefits.
Growing up, I never played video games or sat on the

computer. I didn’t even watch much TV. I read a lot of
books, played with my brothers, participated in sports
and (although Chua does not support this) was active
in children’s plays. Apparently, I don’t have typical
Western parents.
In fact, my parents (my dad particularly) expected me
to perform at my highest in any situation. If I ever got a
sub-par grade in a class, even if it was on an unimportant
assignment that wouldn’t affect my overall grade, it was
unacceptable. I was told I could do better; my parents
expected me to be better, and I’ve come to expect those
same things from myself.
I remember having friends throughout grade school
and even high school who got paid for bringing home
A’s on their report cards. As a child, I wanted to get paid
for grades, too, but now I see the value in the opposite.
Why pay a child to perform well? The child should be
taught to perform at a high level without incentive; the
only incentive is personal gratification.
Whenever I did my best and succeeded, not only did
I feel like I had personally accomplished something, but
I relished seeing the proud looks on my parents’ faces. I
loved making them proud. I still love it. It means more

to me to see that look on my dad’s face than $10 for an
A on my report card could have ever meant.
But my parents never called me “garbage” and I think
Chua’s parenting style goes a bit too far (though she
admits some was exaggerated for the book). Parents
should not coddle children or allow them to quit an
activity whenever it gets hard. But they shouldn’t treat
them like robots either.
There must exist a happy medium between Chinese
parenting and Western parenting. I agree with Chua that
we’ve gotten lax in our expectations for children and
instead focus on saving their self-esteem. In reality, selfesteem is better built through personal achievements,
hard work and practice.
Kids need to have expectations and discipline, while
still being allowed to have a childhood. They can’t be
allowed to stop a task just because the going gets rough,
but allowing them a bathroom break once in awhile is
reasonable.
To read more from this writer, view her blog at
rachelleingang.blogspot.com

By any other FAFSA process made
surname
easy and fun
BY TYLER SORENSEN
sorensty@mnstate.edu

For all of my life, I’ve been
relentlessly pursued by an
invisible saboteur. His name
is Tyler Sorenson. He’s fairly
clever.
To clarify, my name is Tyler
Sorensen. While I admit, it’s
not exactly one-of-a-kind
(Facebook currently carries
a few dozen Tyler Sorensens)
it’s still irrefutably mine. For
distinguishing me from the John
Does of the world, it does an
amiable job.
Given to me at birth, I’ve
grown quite attached to the name
in the twenty-some years that
I’ve lived with it. My moniker is
an integral part of my personal
identity.
As a junior in high school, I
had grown tired of writing out
my last name. It was a tedious
exercise. Most of the letters were
the same. On a routine class
handout, I made the conscious
decision to alter my signature.
From then on, I would sign,
“Tyler S—N” on all future bills,
checks, and receipts. A straight
line from ‘S’ to ‘N.’
In kindergarten, my last
name was strictly a source of
frustration. It was impossible
to spell correctly. Too often, I
resorted to my teacher for help
— a terrible handicap for bashful
five-year-old. When I finally
did learn how to spell my last
name, it was a major triumph.
No longer did the letters seem
arbitrary. Rather, they stood for
something — namely, me.
That’s when I started noticing
Tyler Sorenson.
When I was nine years old,
my Sunday school group was
encouraged to memorize the
titles of all the books of the Bible.
I took up the challenge with
gusto. For weeks, I paced around
the living room rug, rattling off
vocables like “Joshuajudgesruth”
and
“Jobpsalmproverbs.”
By the time of my recitation,
the process itself had become
a natural reflex. All 66 titles

tumbled out with rapid accuracy.
I had done it.
Some time later, those who
participated were presented with
individual plaques to honor their
dedication. The students’ names
were engraved in gold. I was
handed an award. In bold letters,
it read: TYLER SORENSON.
It irked me. Tyler Sorenson
wasn’t the one who tirelessly
quizzed himself every Sunday
afternoon. Tyler Sorenson
wasn’t a walking index of the
Old and New Testament. Tyler
Sorenson didn’t know Haggai,
Zechariah or Malachi.
I knew their names. They didn’t
know mine. I felt diminished and
dejected.
Since then, I’ve grown
accustomed to relinquishing
credit to Sorenson. His name is
inscribed on my mailbox and he
gets mail occasionally — which
I feel obligated to accept. When
he feels like it, he also replaces
me in class rosters and photo
captions.
It wouldn’t be honest if I said
that Sorenson has completely
consumed my life. He hasn’t.
Most of the time, his plots are
spoiled. This year, however, he’s
had a string of victories.
I imagine Sorenson as a
shadowy doppelgänger-type
character, rifling through The
Advocate office at night. With
a few flicks of his red pen, he
cunningly undermines whatever
statement I may have been trying
to communicate that week. By
morning, he’s successfully
convinced the entire staff that
“Sorensen” isn’t in line with
the latest Associated Press
Stylebook.
Perhaps I just need to see
things from his perspective. My
hope is that someday, Sorenson
and I can meet each other
to talk it out. Until then, I’ll
keep checking for updates at
tylersorenson.blogspot.com.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
tylersorensen.blogspot.com

BY ALEXANDER HOLMQUIST
holmquisal@mnstate.edu
FAFSA has given college students mixed
feelings for years. On one hand, it can give
you scholarships. On the other, it’s really
confusing. How many hours have we spent
trying to figure out what they are trying to
ask us?
For those of you who have been living under
a rock during your college years, FAFSA
is the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid. Filling out the FAFSA and sending the
results to your college can reward you with
scholarship money. February is the prime
time to fill out the FAFSA, because money is
usually awarded on a first-come first-served
basis.
Unfortunately, FAFSA has traditionally
been a pain to fill out. Hundreds of questions,
infinite answers, and ever-changing tax law
made the application process last for hours.
I had difficulty just logging in a few times.
Finally, after hours of staring at a computer
screen, and madly searching through all the
personal documents I had, I would have to
sign on my life that all of this information was
100 percent accurate.

But rejoice college students, for FAFSA is
now easier to use. They just redesigned their
website.
At first, I was skeptical. The bad taste of
Facebook’s many failed “new looks” were
all brought to mind. I imagined multicolored
screens with small text and random pictures of
people you’re supposed to relate to filling out
the FAFSA with fake smiles on their faces.
The home page already had four pictures of
smiley people in academic situations. With
some dramatic sarcasm I imitated the grin of
these imaginary humans who found filling out
the FAFSA not only easy, but somehow fun.
A few clicks later, I was smiling for real. A
simple, visually pleasing layout greeted me.
They really cleaned up the place. What’s more,
they realized that other people don’t have any
desire to fill out my FAFSA for me, so they
made it much easier to log in. Although it is
still true that first-time applicants have a lot
to fill out, returners can simply renew a lot of
information they have entered in years past.
Even a pessimist like me has to tip their hat
at a web design update done well. We get used
to complaining about stuff so easily, but it is
nice to find something praiseworthy. So put
on a smile and go get some money.

COSMETOLOGY | ESTHETICS | NAIL TECHNOLOGY | MASSAGE THERAPY

DAY & EVENING
COURSES AVAILABLE

Financial aid available for students who qualify.

ADMISSIONS
MENU OF SERVICES
$11
701.478.1772 x104 Haircut
Color
$25
Highlights
$35
APPOINTMENTS
Manicure
$15
Pedicure
$21
701.451.9100
Facial Treatment
$20
www.tspaFargo.com
All services performed by supervised students.
Above starting prices above may vary according
to student level.
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Learning outside the classroom: honors apprenticeship
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

The image of school is
often one of students sitting
in a classroom, listening to a
professor lecture. However, one
counter example is the Honors
Apprentice Scholarship.
The Honors Apprentice
Scholarship is offered to
freshmen as a 4-year scholarship
and to upperclassmen and
transfer students as a 2-year
scholarship. It consists of $5,000
per year for tuition.
Scholarship
recipients
are required to apprentice on
a project with a professor or
university faculty member.
Janet Haak, coordinator of
the honors apprentices, said
the scholarship is designed “to
give the recipients the kinds
of experiences and challenges
that are often only available
to graduate students — strong
mentors,
internship-type
situations.”
Several students said these
projects are beneficial and
practical learning experiences.
“I have enjoyed being an honors
apprentice,” senior Sarah Palm
said, “not only because of the
scholarship, which is very nice,
but also because I’ve enjoyed
being able to work with faculty
in a non-classroom setting. It’s
a great networking opportunity

and gives you a much better idea
of what it means to work in a
given industry.”
Palm is a film major and
has worked on a few different
projects for her apprenticeship,
including constructing and
designing costume pieces and
aiding in the production of a
documentary film.
Sophomore biology major
Amy Moorhouse shared a similar
opinion.
“(The honors apprenticeship)
has really allowed me to grow
and realize that I want to study
biology because I’m able to do
the research that I’m interested
in,” Moorhouse said. “I can
focus on directly what I want
and still work with a supervisor
and it just has reconfirmed that
this is what I want to do.”
Moorhouse has worked on
two different projects for her
apprenticeship so far. Currently
she is testing the effects of nonnative worms on prairie plants.
Honors
apprentices
are
required to work on their
apprenticeship project for an
average of five hours a week.
“(The time commitment) is
something that did scare me
a little at first,” junior Amber
Wolbeck said. “However, after
a while it does not seem so bad,
and it is something I enjoy doing
and learning about.”
Wolbeck is an economics
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Sophomore biology major Amy Moorhouse’s apprenticeship project consists of testing the effects of non-native worms
on prairie plants.

major and is researching whether
planting red clover as a cover
crop would be profitable.
Sophomore
film
major
Simone LeClaire said the time
commitment is part of why
the honors apprenticeship is a
valuable learning experience.
“I’ve been required to do more

work, which sort of sounds like
it sucks, but really it’s kind of
good,” LeClaire said. “You get
to do things outside of school or
grades. It feels like you’re not
doing it just for a grade.”
For
her
apprenticeship,
LeClaire is researching Nigerian
filmmaking.

Students with questions or
who are interested in applying
for the Honors Apprentice
Scholarship may contact Janet
Haak at haak@mnstate.edu.
To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
charlyhaley.blogspot.com

New class teaches online self-publishing
BY ERICA ANDERSON
andereri@mnstate.edu

Alison Hahn has many
artistic interests. As a professor
at MSUM she teaches students
the art of photography. But
in her spare time, she makes
books.
“I have been making
handmade, digitally printed
and altered books since 2001,”
Hahn said.
Beginning in March, Hahn
will also be teaching interested
students how to design and
make their own books in the
class debuting as “the art of
online publishing.”
“Students should consider
this class as a creative outlet
to express what they are

interested in or currently doing
in their lives,” Hahn said.
The class will be taught
through slide lectures, handson demos, writing exercises
and group reviews where
students will learn to design
a book project. Software will
be used that is specifically for
online publishing.
The creation of books for
these students doesn’t have
to end with the class; the
software used is downloadable
to personal computers to allow
students to continue on their
own time.
Many classes are designed
to fulfill a specific major’s
requirements — a British
literature class wouldn’t be too
appealing to most chemistry
majors. But the art of online

publishing is made to attract
many walks of college life.
“(Those interested are)
anyone who would like
guidance
in
artistically
designing a collection of
photographs or writings into
a bookstore quality book,”
Hahn said. “For those students
who have never taken an art
class, this course will be an
introduction to the fine arts in
a fun and approachable way.”
According to Hahn, ideas for
book projects often include a
portfolio of artwork, a photo
album,
family
memoirs,
documentary
projects,
romantic interests, books of
poety or literature, children’s
books or cookbooks.
The course will require a two
gigabyte flashdrive, a personal

Fajitas, Burritos,
Chimichangas...
ur
On the day of yo
birthday, choose
any entrèe on
our giant menu
for Free*!
*ID required.

801 38th St. South • Fargo
www.paradiso.com
PAR3027

computer, photographs and
writings and a budget for a
printed copy of the book,
ranging from $25 to $125.
Hahn, who began teaching at
MSUM this fall, has a display
of her personal print-ondemand book projects in a glass
hall case on the third floor of
King Hall for students to look
at. Before coming to MSUM,
she taught photography in
the Dallas-Fort Worth area
for four years as well as
coordinating the photography
and digital imaging program
at West Kentucky Community

and Technical College.
The art of online publishing,
ART 390, is a two credit course
that will begin on March 8
and run through May 3 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
1-4 p.m. There are 9 seats still
available of the original 16.
For more information,
contact Alison Hahn at alison.
hahn@mnstate.edu.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
ericaeanderson.blogspot.com
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Students design app to locate designated drivers
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
leingara@mnstate.edu

Two young entrepreneurs
invented a practical service
with a well-known platform.
Blake Severyn, MSUM
business student, and Jordan
Doerr, a former MSUM
student, developed StayingIn,
a Facebook application that
allows users to find sober rides
home from their friends list.
“If you’re out at the bar and
you need a ride, you go on
our mobile website which is
stayingin.mobi and basically
that will bring up a list of
all your friends who have
registered that they’re staying
in and you can just get ahold
of them and they can come
pick you up,” Severyn said.
Facebook users can access
the application at apps.
facebook.com/stayingin. They
can enter how long they will
be staying in and their phone
number. But users needn’t be
concerned with the privacy of
their phone numbers.
“It’s optional to write in your
phone number, because some
people aren’t comfortable with
that right away,” Severyn said.
“We just made a privacy policy
that the only people who can
see your phone number are
your friends, and we don’t sell
people’s information.”
Severyn thought of the
application while out with
friends in his hometown,
Pierre, S.D., and enlisted
the help of Doerr, who did
the majority of the actual
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Blake Severyn (left) and Jordan Doerr created the Facebook application, StayingIn.

programming.
“I knew a little bit of
programming, but I had
never worked with Facebook
before,” Doerr said, “so it
took us a couple weeks of just
reading stuff online to figure
out how to create a Facebook
application.”
The application was fully
launched on Jan. 30 and both
Severyn and Doerr have plans
to further develop the app.
“We do hope to monetize at
some point if it proves to be
something a lot of people are

Hi Ho Tavern preserves
food and culture of the past
BY JOHN ENGER
engerjo@mnstate.edu

The Hi Ho Tavern in Dilworth,
Minn., is by no means a new
restaurant. It opened in 1947
and looks it. Neon beer signs
flicker on walls of ancient fauxwood paneling. Green glass
Bud and Miller poolhall light
fixtures cast a warm glow over
the dark wooden bar. Even the
smell is old.
It’s not musty, like something
that’s been preserved. It just
smells like the ‘40s. It’s the
frying beef and onions, the beer,
the ketchup and the cigarette
smoke wafting from the leather
vest of the mulletted wrangler
in the next booth. The place
smells like a county fair — in
a good way.
The burger was good. It
came promptly on a piece of
waxed paper with the beef still
frying in its own grease. Yes,
the grease. On the one hand
it made the meat tender, juicy
and flavorful, the three main
characteristics of a satisfying
burger. On the other hand, it
was pretty hard on the digestive
system, the arteries and the
self-image.
The fries, like the burger,
were exceedingly fresh. Unlike
the burger, they lacked flavor.

Some salt would have made
a big difference. Copious
amounts of ketchup rescued
them.
In terms of price, the Hi Ho is
very reasonable. A traditional,
no-frills burger costs $3.40.
On the upper end there is a
mushroom and Swiss burger
for just under $5. There were
other things on the menu, like
chicken and grilled cheese, but
it’s mainly a burger joint.
The Hi Ho Tavern has been
kept alive by a loyal and
exceedingly diverse group
of customers. At 5:30 p.m.
on a Thursday, the place was
beginning to fill up.
A white-haired lady using a
walker came in 10 minutes after
a nervous teenager in a Ski-doo
jacket took a window seat with
his date. There was a group of
men in their ‘40s with work
boots and multi-tools joining
their wives for beer after work.
Kids played air hockey and
arcade games in the back room.
The Hi Ho Tavern is a good
place to enjoy a burger and
a culture that hasn’t changed
much since 1947.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
blockplane.blogspot.com

interested in,” Severyn said.
The application will also
help them get their names out
there as entrepreneurs.
“We might also create other
Facebook applications or
mobile applications and kind
of use this as an experience on
how to do better next time or
maybe create one that could
make money in the future,”
Doerr said.
As well as getting Severyn
and Doerr’s names out there,
StayingIn also provides a way
to save money and be safe

while out with friends.
“It’s a free service for
everyone to use,” Severyn
said. “And it’s nice because
it saves you money on cab
rides. You call your friend and
four or five of your friends
get home for free, basically,
versus a $20 cab ride. I think
it could also cut down on
people driving drunk. Instead
of hopping in their car and
driving drunk, they can just
get on (StayingIn) and see
who’s volunteered a ride.”
Doerr said they plan to rely

on word-of-mouth and current
users inviting their friends to
use the application and let the
program spread, or “go viral.”
“The success of it and also
the usefulness to everyone
depends on how many of their
friends they invite,” Severyn
said. “If you only have two
or three friends that are on
there, the odds of you going
out and checking it and seeing
someone staying in aren’t that
high. But if you get all your
friends to join it, there’s a lot
higher chance on any given
night that you can get a ride
home from one of them.”
Unlike the bad reputation that
many Facebook applications
carry, StayingIn provides a
practical service for those who
sign up.
“A lot of the apps you hear of
on Facebook, like Farmville,
those are more game and
entertainment-oriented, where
I feel like this app is actually
a tangible service that uses
Facebook and there’s not
many applications out there
that have a use in real life,”
Severyn said.
To
access
StayingIn
on Facebook, go to apps.
facebook.com/stayingin.
To access StayingIn on your
smart phone, go to stayingin.
mobi.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
rachelleingang.blogspot.com
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Sodexo employees slowly negotiate union contract
BY KIMBERLY KRESSIN
kressinki@mnstate.edu

MSUM Sodexo workers said
they need the students’ support
more than ever as they work to
negotiate a union contract.
On July 27 Sodexo employees
voted in a secret ballot election
conducted by the National Labor
Relations Board to be represented
by Minnesota’s largest public
employee union, American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees Council 5.
The vote ended in a near tie, with
14 employees voting in favor and
13 employees voting against.

“We wanted to become a union
organization because we wanted
the same protection and rights as
all of the other employees who
work on campus have,” said Ben
Stechmann, retail cook at MSUM
and co-lead organizer of the local
union sector 602.
Stechmann said that he
hopes the decision to unionize
will help the staff achieve the
dignity and respect that they
weren’t receiving before. He said
they want to improve working
conditions, labor conditions and
the lack of respect for employees.
That is, if a contract can be agreed
on. Since the vote in July, there

has been little to no progress in
negotiations.
Many worry that the delay
in the negotiation process will
weaken the workers’ moral.
Stechmann said while at a
state convention in October,
the Union mailbox located in
a break room was destroyed.
Public Safety investigated, but
never determined who did it.
There has also been talk swirling
around campus that management
is threatening workers by saying
they will lose their benefits if
they do not cooperate with them.
“Employees are scared because
without these benefits, they may

not be able to survive,” said
Stechmann, who works two jobs
himself.
Amanda Prince, the union
Representative for AFSCME
Council 5, is the chief
spokesperson at the negotiating
table, and said that although
the negotiations are not going
as quickly or as well as she
expected, the workers seem to be
optimistic.
“The atmosphere is very
positive. They are determined to
stand up for themselves,” Prince
said.
“Support Kise Workers”
posters have been seen around

campus, and even though
Stechmann said many have
been torn down, or asked to be
removed from campus offices,
the message is clear: they are
seeking student support.
“Let administration and let
Sodexo know that we want them
to negotiate a fair contract …
we would like to see a contract
before the end of this school
year,” Stechmann said.
There is also a Facebook page
called MSUM Students United
for Dining Service Workers that
people can ask to join.

Safe Zone, Rainbow
Rice offer insight
BY TARA SCHUELLER
schuellerta@mnstate.edu

Learning about different
communities and cultures is
an essential part of the college
experience. It offers individuals a
chance to grow as human beings
and grants rare insights into things
one might not normally get to
experience in their daily lives.
MSUM offers a variety of
programs, lectures and colloquiums
that cater to the student and faculty
hunger for knowledge. On Feb.
10, humanitarian awareness and
intellectual expansion will get yet
another boost from two events in
the CMU.
The first event, taking place
from 1-4 p.m. in the CMU
Ballroom, is MSUM Safe Zone
Training, sponsored by the MSUM
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.
This informational meeting, led
by Donna Brown, assistant vice
president of student affairs for
diversity and inclusion, and Kyle
Rausch, admissions counselor,
aims to educate and inform
individuals about LGBTQIA.
“A Safe Zone is a place
where someone can go and
feel comfortable talking about
LGBTQIA issues, or to talk
about anything without fear of
discrimination,” Brown said.
Those who attend the session
will be provided with the

resources they need to establish
a safe and welcoming atmosphere
for LGBTQIA persons.
Brown thinks “the more people
we can educate and assist with
being comfortable discussing
LGBTQIA issues the better.”
She strongly urges students in
leadership positions such as SOCs
and RAs to attend the meeting.
There are many faculty members
throughout the MSUM campus
whose offices already feature the
colorful Safe Zone sticker on their
doors. MSUM history professor
and Safe Zone ally Annette
Morrow has been approached
multiple times by students
interested in finding information
or counseling services.
“The Safe Zone program
provided me with information
about how to handle situations and
about where to send students for
help if they needed it,” Morrow
said. “I am personally gratified
when I have good answers for
students who are questioning or
in crisis.”
Like Brown, Morrow believes
it is important that students know
there are places they can go
without the worry of judgment.
During the second event,
Rainbow Rice, on Feb. 10 from 7-8
p.m. in CMU 101, guest speaker
Pamela Roy will talk about the
complex and intersecting nature of
race, ethnicity, class, gender and
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MSUM alumnus named Teacher of the Year
Lauren Rood, nine-year automotive instructor at Moorhead High School, teaches an early morning automotive class
on Tuesday. Rood, an MSUM graduate with a degree in industrial technology, was selected as the 2011 Moorhead
Teacher of the Year by the Education Moorhead Communications Committee in December.

sexual orientation as it pertains
to members of the Asian/Asian
Diaspora communities. Roy holds
a national leadership position
as the gay lesbian bisexual
transgendered issues knowledge
community co-chair for the
student affairs administrators in
higher education.
Brown believes that Roy will
bring something unique to the
table and leave attendees feeling
that this “wasn’t that same old
lecture.”
“We sometimes skim the surface
of topics such as the LGBTQIA
community,” Brown said. “We
need to dig a little deeper and take
more interest in the individuals
and the individual situations.”

The context of the Rainbow
Rice lecture will look at the
experiences of South Asian
lesbian, gay, bisexual and queeridentified student/administrators/
faculty; South Asian transgender
graduate students; Indian South
African faculty in post colonial
contexts and students of color at
faith-based institutions. While
Rainbow Rice is open to everyone,
the lecture would be particularly
beneficial towards students
interested in multicultural, gender
and sociology studies.
A
second
Safe
Zone
informational meeting will also
take place March 10 at the same
time and place.
“Our true desire to be prepared

to live and work in a diverse
community,” Brown said, “is
reflected in the attendance and
participation of events of this
type.”
For more information pertaining
to either of these events, go to
the Rainbow Room located in the
CMU or contact Brown at donna.
brown@mnstate.edu, Rausch
at kyle.rausch@mnstate.edu or
Anita Bender at anita.bender@
mnstate.edu.
A full list of MSUM Safe Zone
contact names and numbers can
be found at www.mnstate.edu/
safezone/contacts_dept.cfm.

BY APRIL KNUTSON
knutsonap@mnstate.edu

the Prize Americana for Fiction
2010. This prize is awarded by
Americana: The Institute for
the Study of American Popular
Culture, a non-profit organization
dedicated to the publication of
exceptional American creative
writing since 1900.
“So Barely Vegetative” is filled
with global issues interjected by
comic relief and pop culture.
Often writing a chapter or
short story in one sitting, Davis
believes that writing is re-writing.

“The great thing about writing
is that you go back and change
the storyline, a lot different then
life,” he said.
Students don’t have to worry
about Davis leaving the university
in pursuit of his writing career.
“Writing is my vocation and
teaching is my profession,” he
said. “I’ll continue to do both
until I retire, and then I’ll continue
writing until I can’t anymore.”

MSUM professor wins 2010
american prize for fiction
Alan Davis sprung from a
background that has flourished
into a successful career as both a
writer and professor at MSUM.
Dividing his time between
teaching creative writing and
being senior editor at New Rivers
Press, he has also found time to
create collections of short stories.
Most recently his work “So
Bravely Vegetative” captured
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Student health insurance increases coverage
BY MATTHEW BECKMAN
beckmanma@mnstate.edu

New and returning students
who didn’t opt out of the student
insurance plan might not be
aware of the changes made to
the plan last year.
“Minnesota State University
Moorhead, we’re piloting the
required student health plan for
all of the MnSCUs. So we’re in
year three of a five-year pilot,”
said Hendrix Health Director
Carol Grimm. She said that the
plan is for domestic students, and
not for international students.
Grimm said that for students,
the biggest change under the
national Affordable Care Act is
that they can be insured under
a parent’s insurance policy as a

dependent until the age of 26,
whereas it used to be at 23 years
old. This could mean that less
students will have to buy their
own insurance.
For students still needing
university health care, they must
be enrolled in six on-campus
credits minimum. Students must
have a healthcare plan for six
months prior to enrolling for
student healthcare coverage.
Any pre-existing conditions
from the previous health care
will be covered by the student
health care plan.
Grimm said the reason students
must opt out of the student health
care plan, instead of opting
in, is because the university
requires all undergrads to have
a health care plan, ensuring all

students have one before course
registration.
Students can also add
dependents on their student
health insurance plans. A full
year of coverage for a nonstudent spouse costs $1,201 and
$524 for a child.
“The other thing that we look
for, and most college health
plans are the same, is that it
encourages the use of our health
center here and our counseling
services,” Grimm said.
Grimm said she’s noticed
an increase in the number of
students visiting for mental
health reasons, and as a result
lobbied for more possible mental
health related visits bringing the
possible total to 40. The reason
she wanted more visits covered

was because students develop a
trusting relationship with their
preferred counselor.
Students would only be
responsible for 20 percent of
their first 10 visits, and are
responsible for 15 percent of the
last 30 visits.
The amount for medications
covered was also increased to
$2,000 for the coverage year.
The student insurance plan is
split into two premiums, one
for the fall semester, and one
for the spring which includes
spring and the summer months.
The fall coverage costs $423.
The spring coverage costs
$681 and continues right after
fall coverage ends, until Aug.
23, 2011. Spring coverage has
the increased cost as a result of

including the summer months.
“This last year with the
economic downturn, I’ve had
more parents call wanting to
enroll their students in this health
plan,” Grimm said. “This plan is
less expensive and even more
comprehensive than what they
can afford.” Grimm added that
about 700 students out of the
more than 7,000 in the student
body are enrolled in the student
health plan.
Students can view the full
details of the plan in a booklet
available and Hendrix Health
Center, or online at www.mnstate.
edu/hendrix/insurance.cfm.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
mattjbeckman.blogspot.com

Sandwich Faction performs ‘hearty’ entertainment
BY BRIANNA BRICKWEG
brickwegbr@mnstate.edu

The Sandwich Faction likes
improv and tasty sandwiches.
They are an improv troupe
based in the F-M area. The troupe
performs free monthly shows in
the CMU.
Improv is made up on the spot
based on audience suggestions.
Most of the time improv is comedic
but it can also be dramatic. The
Sandwich Faction specializes in
comedic improv.
“Nothing is the same,” said
Lucas Vonasek of Sandwich
Faction. “With shows, you’re not
guaranteed the exact same thing,
ever. It can range from young,
‘fart joke’ comedy to really
smart, heavy comedy. It’s kind of
‘in-your-face’ theatre.”

Though improv is made up
while performing, practice is still
essential.
At rehearsals the troupe warms
up with various improvisational
games. One game, “samurai,”
involves the troupe standing in
a circle. One person imitates
throwing a weapon at someone
else across the circle. That person
reacts to the weapon and the people
directly on his or her left and right
wound the victim further.
Actions, facial expressions and
sound make the battle seem as
real as possible and each member
must watch everyone in the circle
so he or she is ready to be the next
victim or attacker.
The troupe also practices
various scenarios and games as
if a live audience is in the room.
The troupe does not practice or

plan ideas for performances in
rehearsals; they simply practice
the framework of each scenario
or game.
The
Sandwich
Faction
originated from Bearded Men
Improv, an improv troupe from the
F-M area that recently relocated to
the Twin Cities. Members from
Bearded Men who stayed in the
F-M area formed the Sandwhich
Faction. Few people were left so
the troupe held auditions last April
to find new members.
The troupe’s first performance
together was last spring. The
troupe performed at the FargoMoorhead Community Theatre
throughout the summer.
“We switched back to campus
here because our main audience
is college people,” Vonasek said.
Kate Enge, a Sandwich Faction

performer and the only female
in the troupe, never expected to
do anything like improv but has
loved being in the troupe.
“I like being able to think fast
and surprise the audience and
either make them recall parts of
stories we did earlier or connect
the dots themselves through
comedy,” Enge said, “or laugh
at the crazy things that we do
because we have to think so fast
that we don’t even know what
we’re going to do.”
Vonasek wants people to know
more about improv and to be open
to it as an art form.
“People don’t really know
about it,” Vonasek said, “but
they should because there’s some
certain electricity that goes with
going on stage and not really
knowing what you’re going to say

next … (people) just write it off,
they don’t take it seriously.”
And according to Sandwich
Faction performer Ivan Olson,
anyone can do it.
“Improv is something that many
are scared of. Few do but everyone
is capable,” Olson said.
The Sandwich Faction will
have their next performance
in February. The troupe has a
Facebook page for more updates
about performances.
Vonasek encourages all to come
to the performances and leaves
audience members with a few
words of wisdom.
“Don’t go to Paradiso on
Tuesdays. They serve a wicked
pepper steak and it doesn’t sit well
with your intestines,” Vonasek
said.

Dragon Frost: a week-long, mini homecoming event
BY DANE KIPP
kippda@mnstate.edu

Those looking to beat the
winter blues can look forward
to Dragon Frost kicking off on
Feb 7.

“(Dragon Frost is) like a mini
homecoming for freshmen and
sophomores,” said Andrew
McKenzie, Homecoming and
Dragon Frost coordinator. “Its
time to have fun during a cold,
wintery week — relieve some

Are college students your target?

Want to reach them with
ease and aﬀordability?
Advertise in The Advocate!
Call 218-477-2365
or
email advocate@mnstate.edu
for more information

stress and have some fun. We
picked a tropic theme to distract
from the snow... we’ve designed
the whole week for people to
come out and have fun.”
Part of this mini homecoming
involves snow royalty. Unlike
homecoming royalty, Dragon
Frost royalty is for freshmen and
sophomores only.
“This is a chance for residents
that are younger to be recognized.
We got a lot of nominations,
which is awesome,” McKenzie
said.
In addition to royalty, the
week boasts a variety of events,
most of which are free, to keep
students busy. A complete list of
events is available on MSUM’s
official website, but McKenzie
highlighted a few.
“There’s a snow sculpture
competition for individuals or
organizations,” he said. “There’s
no specific topic, use your
imagination.
The snow sculpture contest is
on Monday with judging at 3 p.m.
It is free to enter, and the winner
will receive a $100 prize.
Other events include a chili
feed outside the Center for the
Arts on Tuesday, the One Ton
Sundae ice cream social in the
CMU on Wednesday and a pool
party in Nemzek on Thursday
with music and games.
The Dragon Entertainment

Group is sponsoring several
events, including a showing of
the recent movie “The Social
Network” on Monday night.
“Something we’re doing cool
for this movie is putting up a
projection of a Twitter hash
tagging conversation about
the movie,” said Billy “Chia”
McDonald,
showcase
and
marketing coordinator for the
Dragon Entertainment Group.
For those with Twitter accounts,
the conversation is at #msumsn.
The Group has also set up a
performance by mentalist Chris
Carter.
“Chris Carter has performed
at our school every year for
the better part of a decade,”
McDonald said. “He’s guaranteed
to freak out any audience with his
mind games.”
The Dragon Entertainment
Group’s big event is the dinner
and formal dance on Friday.
There are 140 seats at $10 per
seat. There will be a dinner from
7-8 p.m. From 8-9 p.m. there
will be ballroom dancing with
personal lessons from the Swing
Club. From 9 p.m.-1 a.m. there
will be a dance party.
“The Group is really excited,”
McDonald said, “ ‘cause we’ve
never done anything like this and
we’re pumped to make this as
special as homecoming.”

Frost Daily Events
Saturday, Feb. 5

Freeze Your Fanny for a Cure Go Pink Event

Monday, Feb. 7

Snowshoe Races
Snow Sculpture Competition
Movie - “The Social Network”

Tuesday, Feb. 8

Student Organization Expo
Chili Feed
Improv Night

Wednesday, Feb. 9

Food Drive
One Ton Sundae
Christopher Carter - Mentalist

Thursday, Feb. 10

Trivia Challenge
Pool Party
Dinner & Formal Dance

Friday, Feb. 11

Dragons After Dark

Saturday, Feb. 12

Dinner & Formal Dance
DJ Dance/Snow Court Coronation
For specific event times and
locations, visit:
www.mnstate.edu/dragonfrost/
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New Coach: Laqua to bring
new intensity, focus to team
FROM FRONT: Laqua will have a constant
reminder of his days at Shanley as all-state
quarterback Myles Montplaisir has verbally
committed to MSUM.
Montplaisir was the quarterback during the
Deacons’ championship runs and was named
2010 Class 2A East Senior Athlete of the Year.
The Dragons and Laqua are looking to add an
additional 20 to 25 new players into the mix for
next season.
“Primarily we will be in the high school
ranks,” Laqua said. “Getting the kids in that are
great-character kids, that are going to work hard
and develop into the players and the men we
want them to be.”
There is no word yet on who will be brought
in to form the staff around Laqua but the coach
plans to look locally and doesn’t envision it
being a long process.
“I think as an athletic department, as a whole,
we understand how important the success of
football is to the entire athletic department,”
Peters said. “Everyone within the department is
very passionate about making sure we have the
right person to lead our football program.”
Before rising to prominence at Shanley, Laqua
played football at NDSU from 1997-2000 and

had two stints coaching with the club starting as
a graduate assistant in 2002. He also coached at
St. Olaf College and Minnesota-Crookston.
The Dragons have a combined record of 4-18
over the last two seasons and look to turn it
around under the new coach.
“We need to show progress,” Laqua said.
“Part of a successful football program is a multifaceted approach. We need to show progress in
the classroom ... we need to show progress on
the football field.”
Despite his enthusiasm about joining the
MSUM staff, Laqua thought twice about leaving
his post at Shanley.
“Anytime you get deeply investing in helping
athletes, or anybody for that matter, achieve
their goals, it’s tough to walk away from,”
Laqua said.
See coach Laqua and Women’s basketball
coach Karla Nelson at “Coffee with Karla” Feb.
5 at Moxie Java in Moorhead. The event is a
social hour where fans and supporters can come
to chat with the coaches about dragons athletics.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
smithmi.blogspot.com

MICHAEL SMITH • smithmi.blogspot.com

Steve Laqua answers reporters questions with a smile as he is named the new
MSUM head football coach.

Super Bowl set, defense plays big role
BY MICHAEL SMITH
smithmi@mnstate.edu

The Super
Bowl matchup
is finally set.
Now comes
the long wait
until
the
Pittsburgh
Steelers and
Green Bay Packers to take the
field for the big day.
The breakdown of the game
is pretty simple: Green Bay
quarterback Aaron Rogers has
to play out of his mind for his
team to win.
He needs to be more like
the Aaron Rogers that played
the Atlanta Falcons in the first
round when he finished with
366 yards and three touchdowns
and less like the quarterback

that had 244 yards in a winning
effort against the Chicago
Bears in the championship
game.
Steelers
QB Ben
Roethlisberger
has
had
a shortened season full
of turbulence after being
suspended for the first six
games of the regular season
for his actions in a nightclub.
The suspended was later cut
down to four games for good
behavior.
Many thought that the
Steelers would take a step
backward with the loss of their
starting QB but look where
they are now, just four quarters
of good football away from
being Superbowl Champions
again.
The Steelers suffered a blow
with the loss of rookie center
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Maurkice Pouncey with a highankle sprain and a broken bone
in his left ankle. It was reported
that Pouncey was wearing a
cast at practice on Friday and
he is questionable for the game.
Doug Legursky will be filling
the position and his battle with
Green Bay’s B.J. Raji will be
an important one to watch.
The Steelers will win the
game by a final score of 28-17.
Roethlisberger will have over
300 yards passing with three
touchdown passes.
The Packers’ defense will
struggle with the passing game
but will stand strong against
the run, giving up only one
rushing touchdown on the day.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
smithmi.blogspot.com

Dragons sports
weekend watch
Friday

Tennis at St. Cloud, 1:30 p.m.
Women’s basketball at Northern State (S.D.), 6 p.m.
Men’s basketball at Northern State (S.D.), 8 p.m.
Men’s track and field at Bison Open
Women’s track and field at Frank Sevigne Husker Invite

Saturday

Men’s track and field at Bison Open
Women’s track and field at Frank Sevigne Husker Invite
Tennis at University of Mary, 1 p.m.
Wrestling at Southwest Minnesota State, 3 p.m.
Women’s basketball at University of Mary, 6 p.m.
Men’s basketball at University of Mary, 8 p.m.

Make Your Voice Heard
• What programs and activities do you participate in on
campus?
• What types of interactions do you have with faculty, staff
and other students?
• What have you gained from attending MSUM?

’s

The National Survey of Student Engagement will be asking randomly
selected freshmen and seniors to participate in an online survey.

ALLOpen
THENow
TIME

The survey takes about 15 minutes to complete and is completely anonymous.

325 10th St. N•Fargo, ND

Results will help MSUM improve curriculum and general campus life.
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Pollock qualifies for nationals, honored by conference
BY BEN KARKELA
karkelbe@mnstate.edu

Bethany Pollock wanted to
quit after her first diving practice
in the eighth grade, but her coach
encouraged her to give it one
more shot. That’s when she fell
in love with the sport.
Pollock, a freshman diver at
MSUM, splits her time between
schoolwork and the pool. She
almost did not join the diving
team this season in favor of
focusing on her studies.
She decided to join the
team a week into the season, a
decision that paid off when she
qualified for the NCAA Division
II Swimming and Diving
Championships March 9-12 in
San Antonio.
With her performance, Pollock
was named Rocky Mountain
Athletic Conference Diver of
the Week on Jan. 25. It was the
second week in a row a Dragon
diver was named Diver of the
Week.
“I’m really glad I joined
diving, I wasn’t going to do it
this year,” Pollock said. “It’s the
best decision I made.”
In order to qualify for
nationals, Pollock needed to
break a score of 390 points on

11 dives from the 1-meter board.
Pollock qualified during the
Dragon-Cobber Invite on Jan.
22 at Alex Nemzek Swimming
Pool with a score of 401.75.
Pollock said she knew she was
close to breaking 390 during the
meet because she scored high in
her early dives. After her final
dive, she looked into the crowd
and saw her mom nodding
in approval as her score was
added up. Pollock became the
second Dragon diver to qualify
for nationals this season, after
freshman Shayna Dugger.
Earlier in the season, at the
Mutual of Omaha Invitational
on Dec. 3-4, Pollock fell shy
of the mark by seven points.
She worked hard in practice and
prepared for the Dragon-Cobber
Invite by getting a good night’s
sleep and eating a healthy
breakfast.
Pollock, 19, credits much of
her success this year to Diving
Coach Lindsey Gunderson.
“She’s the best coach I’ve
ever had,” Pollock said. “She
understands how to coach me.
She picks up on that and I feel
like it’s helped me so much.”
In order to prepare for
nationals, Pollock will go over
her list of over 40 dives she will

CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com

For the second consecutive week, a member of the MSUM diving team has been named Conference Diver of the Week
while qualifying for nationals.

attempt during the competition.
Her favorite dive is the one
summersault triple twist, a dive
she just learned this year. Pollock
likes this particular dive because
it is one with a high difficulty
that scores her the most points.
Pollock plans to dive for
MSUM for her entire college
career. She chose MSUM

because of the good education
program and because she felt
at home during her tour of the
campus.
Pollock knows she has her
family and friends to cheer her
on during her diving career at
MSUM.
“They are so supportive.
They’ll come to everything,”

Pollock said. “I couldn’t ask for
a better family and people for
support.”
Pollock will compete next at
the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference meet on Feb. 10 in
Grand Junction, Colo.

Rock wall offers unique workout solution
BY MICHAEL SMITH
smithmi@mnstate.edu

The Wellness Center offers a
plethora of workout options but
the rock wall may be the most
unique.
Modeled after real rock, the
center is equipped with two
rock walls and all the necessary
equipment for the climbers.
The larger of the two is a
30-foot belay wall, on which the
participants must be strapped
into a harness along with being
watched by a member of the
Wellness Center staff.
Belay is a rock climbing
technique in which friction is
exerted on a rope to slow down
the decent of a climber in the case
of a fall.
“(The 30-foot wall) has four
ropes but each rope has two to
three routes and they are color-

coated based on difficulty,”
said Steven Guilfoile, interim
coordinator of fitness and special
programs for the Wellness
Center. “(On) each rope there is
a medium, easy and a hard route.”
Without the proper training,
rock climbing can turn dangerous.
Each rock wall instructor at the
Wellness Center took an eighthour class to be certified and
able to assist, instruct and keep
students safe.
“They definitely know their
stuff,” Guilfoile said. “There is a
certain standard that they have to
adhere to.”
Students also have to sign a
liability form for the rock wall,
independent from the form
necessary to use the Wellness
Center. Once this is completed
students are issued a green sticker
that needs to be shown prior to
each use of the wall.

Sports
reporter needed
The Advocate is looking for a
reporter to cover MSUM sporting
events over the weekend. If you are
interested in this opportunity please
contact sports editor Michael Smith
at smithmi@mnstate.edu

The Wellness Center normally
schedules three staff members for
each session. One for each wall
and another to instruct some of
the less experienced.
“We average right around 20
people a night. It is a real relaxing
and chill environment,” Guilfoile
said. “It is a social thing, you can
take your time and climb.”
The second wall, which is
12-feet high and 25-feet long,
is low enough to be climbed
without ropes. High-impact mats
are placed at the base of the wall
instead and a member of the
staff is always watching over the
climbers.
All necessary equipment for
the climbers is provided by the
center free of charge. All climbers
are given special climbing shoes
and harnesses are issed to those
climbing the 30-foot wall.
The Wellness Center is in the
midst of creating a challenge
for the rock wall that mimics
the current 1,000-mile biking
competition. The goal of the
challenge is to climb a total of
one mile. However, incremental
goals are also obtainable if you
don’t have the time to climb the
estimated 175 times it would take
to reach the goal.
The rock wall is open to
everyone that fills out the proper
liability forms. Its hours of
operation are Monday through
Friday from 5–10 p.m.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
smithmi.blogspot.com
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Russel Ferguson (right) advises Chris Thompson (left) on which route to take
up the rock wall.
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The Advocate is looking for a new Business Manager
for the 2011-2012 school year. If interested, contact
Dustin Brick at brickdu@mnstate.edu
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Kathe Toft and Linda Hamann get their skis ready for the trail as Boy Scouts from Pack 641 out of Glyndon tend a
fire for Jan. 29’s candlelight cross-country ski held at the Buffalo River State Park. Another candlelight cross-country
skiing event takes place Saturday from 6-8:30 p.m.

Anderson: Valuable workplace ethics lesson learned

FROM FRONT: anyone in the
gym knew how serious it was
until someone got up and yelled,
‘Call 911.’”
Anderson, unsure of what to
do, called the sports director Greg
Enkers for advice.
“Just shoot it,” he said. “It’s
always best to shoot.”
“I felt like the worst person in
the world. I felt like a paparazzi
who just has to get the story,”
Anderson said. “I would have
much rather left my camera in my
bag and found out myself.”
Anderson composed herself
and started up her camera and
began recording a second time,
this time with Gabbard as the
subject matter, but not the focus.
Anderson’s sense of ethics came
to play, as she remembered a
lesson she had in a media ethics

class on a similar event, and how
to handle recording a moment
where a subject’s life hangs in the
balance.
Anderson knew she should not
be getting close-up shots when a
subject’s mortality is in question.
She kept her distance and captured
the event.
A local sheriff was in the crowd
that night and spoke to Anderson
and advised KVRR via Anderson
to not show the footage the same
night in case Gabbard’s condition
worsened.
“The last thing the sheriff said
to me before I left was, ‘It doesn’t
look good,’” Anderson said. “My
brain was going haywire that
night.”
The raw tape footage and a note
were waiting on the desk of Jim
Shaw, the news director at KVRR

the next morning.
“I looked at the footage, I
wanted to make sure there were
no shots anyone would object
to,” Shaw said. “That’s a tough
situation for a veteran to be in,
she was a veteran that day. She
realized this would be a sensitive
news story. She kept her distance,
didn’t get too close, and didn’t
bother anybody.”
The Fox television stations in
Minneapolis and Duluth soon
asked for the footage and ran it
as well. A day after Anderson
shot her footage, it was being run
nationally.
“I wanted to be excited about
it, but I couldn’t be excited about
it because of the situation,”
Anderson said.
“She could work 20 more years
as a news photographer and not
have an experience like this again,”
Shaw said. “She demonstrated
tremendous instincts. I couldn’t be
more pleased.”
According to Gabbard’s Caring
Bridge website, he received
open-heart surgery at Sanford
Medical Center in Fargo, and has
been taken to the University of
Minnesota for specialized care.
To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
mattjbeckman.blogspot.com
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Moorhead, MN
218.233.3161

409 Main Ave.
Moorhead, MN
218.287.1616

1506 Central Ave. NE
E. Grand Forks, MN
218.773.9997

517 Washington Ave.
Detroit Lakes, MN
218.847.1099

Glassblower owned | visit http://mellowmood.co

WANTED: DIRECT SALES (Part-time)
Do you WANT:
•Flexible hours
•To work for a progressive brand
•Exceptional compensation commensurate
with your success
Do you HAVE:
•Exceptional Interpersonal Skills
•The Drive to Succeed
•An Entrepreneurial Spirit
If So…We Would Like to Talk with You.
Blu Box Gear is a premium clothing company born
from the belief that you do not need to sacrifice color
and design for the quality and durability required to
enjoy an active lifestyle.
Blu Box is currently seeking College students to work
part-time to direct market our apparel. This position is
commission based. If you are interested in a great way
to earn money and future career opportunities following
graduation, Blu Box may be a great fit for you.
If interested, please submit your resume and cover letter
to info@bluboxgear.com
If you would like to learn more about Blu Box, please
visit us at www.bluboxgear.com

FOR RENT

Close to MSUM 1 bedroom basement apartment with
private entrance. All utilities paid. NO SMOKING &
NO PETS! Off-street parking with plug-in. Available
now. 418 11th St S. $335. 701-237-5328

Reach thousands of students by
advertising in The Advocate
Call 218-477-2365 for more information. OR
email advocate@mnstate.edu

